
Meeting & Event Spaces



Ravintola Teatteri opened in April 2000 in a

prime location at the western end of Esplanadi

Park. The restaurant complex, with around 1000

seats, includes four distinct areas: the Grill, the

Bar, the Clock Bar, and the Club.
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The atmospheric space on the first floor

of Teatteri.

This space is ideal for more casual

meetings, breakfast and cocktail

receptions, as well as buffet dining. The

room features its own bar.

Service options include buffet, cocktail

bar, cocktail bites, and coffee service.

There are two 75" TVs in the space, both

with wireless computer connectivity, DJ

capabilities, and a wireless microphone.

The furniture is movable.

KELLOBAARI

Minimum sales guarantee

500€ per hour. (minimum

charge 4 hours, incl. VAT)

Atmospheric cocktail lounge

Canapé & buffe

max 70pax

Seating for 40 people



TEATTERI GRILL

Elegant à la carte restaurant suitable for both business lunches

and evening events.

The restaurant has a capacity of 90 guests.

Carefully crafted dishes made from high-quality ingredients. The

menu emphasizes seasonal, premium ingredients.

In the heart of Teatteri

Minimum sales guarantee of

1000€ per hour. (minimum

charge 4 hours, including VAT)

Table service for 90 guests

Total capacity of 150 guests



TEATTERI BAR

A genuine fireplace and a tropical

atmosphere from the South create a

unique ambiance for after-work events

and gatherings with friends.

The bar serves expertly crafted and

designed drinks.

Service options include a buffet,

cocktail bites, coffee service, and

cocktails.

Indoor bar capacity is 150 guests.

Terrace capacity is 100 guests.

The most spectacular cocktail bar
in Helsinki.



Classy nightclub on the 2nd floor of Teatteri. The club

consists of two spaces: an intimate indoor area (top

image) and a covered glass terrace (bottom image). Both

spaces have their own bar counter, and the indoor area

features a dance floor.

Elegant lounge seating provides a sense of space and

offers privacy for those who need it.

The club is well-suited for various events, including

corporate staff parties, wedding or event after-parties,

and private gatherings.

The space is equipped with DJ capabilities.

TEATTERI CLUB
Party under the disco ball

Minimum sales guarantee of €700 per

hour. (minimum charge 3 hours, including

VAT)

The club has a maximum capacity of 250

guests (200 guests indoors and 50 on the

terrace).

Buffet and cocktail bite options


